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Modal particle is an important factor in the expression of language tone, but it is 
the difficulties for the learners who study the second language. There are various 
modal particles in Thai language but it does not represent that Thai students will 
understand Chinese modal particles much better than students from other countries. In 
contrast, Thai students are easy to be affected by the transferring of mother language, 
they are accustomed to add Chinese modal particles almost at the end of every 
sentence when they speak Chinese according to their habit of mother language 
speaking, and they are not aware whether the misused model particles have been used 
appropriately or absolutely being redundant. Because Thai students do not understand 
Chinese modal particles but they are accustomed to use them with the tone of mother 
language which causes a lot of errors. Thai students are the research target of this 
thesis which summarize and analyze the errors of using Chinese modal particles of 
Thai students, discuss causes of errors and suggest some educational tactics. 
The first chapter introduces the meaning of the selected topic, describe the 
research status of the modal particles, the basic theory, and scope and method of 
research. 
The second chapter suggests the basic meaning of the modal particles, brief 
introduction for Thai modal particles, similarities and differences between Thai and 
Chinese modal particles, and comparison between the meaning of Thai and Chinese 
modal particles. 
The third chapter indicates the targets of survey, explains the design of 
questionnaires for survey, method of survey and the results of survey. 
The fourth chapter is the further analysis of errors and causes of errors in 
Chinese modal particles using of Thai students; firstly describe some related theory, 
then analyze in detail about the causes of errors in using modal particles “Ma, Ne, Ba, 
A”, finally analyze causes of errors happened. 
The fifth chapter, firstly analyze educational suggestion and information 
according to the surveying questionnaires, and then provide educational suggestion 















modal particles using of Thai students. These suggestions are not only appropriate to 
be used in particular for teaching Chinese modal particles for Thai students, but also 
creating a certain reflection for other countries students. 
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